The present lattice QCD method can not study the hadron formation from the quarks and gluons. This is because it operates the unphysical QCD Hamiltonian of all the quarks plus antiquarks plus gluons inside the hadron on the physical energy eigenstate of the hadron to obtain the physical energy eigenvalue of the hadron which is not correct because of the non-vanishing boundary surface term in the energy conservation equation in QCD due to the confinement of quarks, antiquarks and gluons inside the finite size hadron. In this paper we present the correct formulation of the lattice QCD method to study the physical hadron formation from the unphysical quarks, antiquarks and gluons inside the hadron by using this non-vanishing boundary surface term in the lattice QCD.
INTRODUCTION
A hadron (such as proton, neutron, pion) is a composite particle consisting of quarks, antiquarks and gluons which are the fundamental particles of the nature. The fundamental theory of the nature which describes the interaction between the quarks and the gluons is known as the quantum chromodynamics (QCD) which is the quantum field theory of the classical Yang-Mills theory [1] .
Unlike quantum electrodynamics (QED) where the photons do not directly interact with each other the gluons directly interact with each other in QCD. The gauge field lagrangian in QED contains quadratic powers of the photon field but the gauge field lagrangian in QCD contains quadratic, cubic and quartic powers of the gluon field. Because of the presence of the cubic and quartic powers of the gluon field in the QCD lagrangian it becomes impossible to solve the full QCD analytically.
In the renormalized QCD [2] the asymptotic freedom [3, 4] predicts that the QCD coupling decreases as distance decreases and increases as the distance increases. Hence there has been extensive calculation in the short distance partonic scattering cross section at the high energy colliders by using the perturbative QCD (pQCD). By using the factorization theorem in QCD [5] [6] [7] this short distance partonic scattering cross section is convoluted with the (experimentally extracted) long distance parton distribution function inside the hadron and with the long distance parton to hadron fragmentation function to predict the hadronic cross section at the high energy colliders which is experimentally measured.
However, since the renormalized QCD coupling increases as the distance increases the pQCD is not applicable at the long distance where the non-perturbative QCD becomes applicable. Since the hadron formation from the quarks, antiquarks and gluons involves long distance physics one finds that the hadron formation from the quarks, antiquarks and gluons should be studied by using the non-perturbative QCD.
However, the non-perturbative QCD has not been solved analytically. This is because of the presence of the cubic and quartic powers of the gluon field in the QCD lagrangian which makes it impossible to perform the path integration in QCD analytically [see section II].
But the path integration in QCD can be done numerically in the Euclidean time. Because of this reason the hadron formation from the quarks, antiquarks and gluons is studied by using the lattice QCD method by performing the path integration in QCD numerically in the Euclidean time.
One of the crucial equation which is used to study the hadron H formation from the partons in the lattice QCD method is given by [8] 
where H H Partons is the unphysical QCD Hamiltonian of all the partons inside the hadron H, the |H n (P ) > is the physical energy eigenstate of the hadron H in its nth level normalized to unity, E H n is the physical energy eigenvalue of the hadron H in its nth level and P is the physical momentum of the hadron H. The QCD Hamiltonian H H Partons of all the partons inside the hadron H is unphysical because we have not directly experimentally observed the quarks and gluons. The |H n (P ) >, E H n and P of the hadron H are physical because we have directly experimentally observed the hadrons.
Since the left hand side of eq. (1) is unphysical and the right hand side of eq. (1) is physical one finds that the eq. (1) must be wrong, i. e.,
In fact eq. (1) is not consistent with the energy conservation equation in QCD obtained from the gauge invariant Noether's theorem in QCD which predicts that [9] 
where |H(P ) >= |H 0 (P ) > is the physical energy eigenstate of the hadron H in its ground state, E H Partons (t) is the energy of all the quarks plus antiquarks plus gluons inside the hadron H in its ground state and E flux (t) is energy flux in QCD which is non-zero due to the confinement of quarks and gluons inside the finite size hadron H [10, 11] .
But in eq. (1) we have
Hence from eqs. (3) and (4) we find that the eq. (1) must be wrong. On the other hand the eqs. (3) and (4) are consistent with eq. (2). From eq. (3) we find
which is consistent with eq. (2) where E (4) and (3) we find that the energy E H of the hadron H is given by
where E H Partons (t) is the energy of all the quarks plus antiquarks plus gluons inside the hadron H and E flux (t) is energy flux in QCD which is non-zero due to the confinement of quarks and gluons inside the finite size hadron H [10, 11] . Hence we find that the energy of the hadron H is not equal to the energy of all the quarks plus antiquarks plus gluons inside the hadron H because of the presence of non-zero energy flux in QCD due to the confinement of quarks, antiquarks and gluons inside the finite size hadron H. 
where m π + is the mass of the π + , the f π + is the decay constant of π + , the |Ω > is the non-perturbative QCD vacuum state and O π + (x) is the partonic operator for π + formation given by
where u k (x) and d k (x) is the Dirac field for the up and down quarks respectively with k = 1, 2, 3 being the color index.
However, as discussed above, because of the non-vanishing boundary surface term [the non-zero energy flux E flux (t) in eq. (3)], the eq. (1) is not correct in QCD. Since eq. (1) is not the correct equation in QCD but eq. (5) is the correct equation in QCD one must use eq. (5) instead of eq. (1) to study the hadron formation from the quarks and gluons. In this paper we present the correct formulation of the lattice QCD method by using the correct equation (5) instead of the incorrect equation (1) to study the physical hadron formation from the unphysical quarks, antiquarks and gluons inside the hadron by using the non-zero energy flux E flux (t) in the lattice QCD method.
We find that the correct formulation of the lattice QCD method which uses the correct equation (5) [instead of the incorrect equation (1)] in QCD to study the pion π + formation from the quarks, antiquarks and gluons predicts
where the dt is an indefinite integration and
is given by eq. (8) and the q,q,g T i0
Partons (x) is the energy-momentum tensor density operator of all the quarks plus antiquarks plus gluons inside the pion π + with
and
where A a µ (x) is the gluon field. Hence we find that eq. (7) is not the correct equation to study the π + formation from the quarks, antiquarks and gluons in the lattice QCD method but eq. (9) is the correct equation to study the π + formation from the quarks, antiquarks and gluons in the lattice QCD method.
It is straightforward to extend eq. (9) to other hadrons such as to proton, neutron and kion etc.
In this paper we will present a derivation of eq. (9).
The paper is organized as follows. In section II we discuss the present lattice QCD method in the literature to study the hadron formation from the quarks and gluons and derive eq.
. In section III we discuss non-vanishing boundary surface term and the non-conservation of energy of partons inside the hadron due to the confinement in QCD. In section IV we present the correct formulation of the lattice QCD method to study the hadron formation from the quarks and gluons and derive eq. (9). Section V contains conclusions.
In this section we discuss the present lattice QCD method in the literature which uses the incorrect eq. (1) in QCD to study the physical hadron formation from the unphysical quarks and gluons. In section IV we will formulate the correct lattice QCD method by using the correct eq. (5) instead of the incorrect eq. (1) to study the physical hadron formation from the unphysical quarks and gluons.
The vacuum expectation of the non-perturbative correlation function of the partonic
where ψ j (x) is the quark field, A is a function of the quark and gluon fields, |Ω > is the non-perturbative QCD vacuum state which is different from the pQCD vacuum state |0 >, the non-abelian gluon field tensor 
. (13) In eqs. (12) and (13) Because of this reason the path integration in QCD in eq. (12) is performed numerically by using the lattice QCD method in the Euclidean time.
In this paper we consider the pion π + formation from the quarks, antiquarks and gluons using the lattice QCD method. The extension of this lattice QCD method to the other hadrons such as to the proton, neutron and kion etc. is straightforward.
The partonic operator O π + (x) for the pion π + formation is obtained from the up quark and the down antiquark fields as given by eq. (8) which has the same quantum number of the pion π + . In order to study the pion π + formation from the partons we need to evaluate the vacuum expectation of the partonic two-point non-perturbative correlation function of the type < Ω|O π + (x)O π + (0)|Ω > which in the path integral formulation of the QCD is given by [12, 13] 
where m u is the mass of the up quark, m d is the mass of the down quark, the partonic operator O π + (x) for the pion π + formation is given by eq. (8) and the source free generating functional Z[0] in QCD for the π + formation is given by
For the pion π + case lattice QCD uses from the incorrect eq. (1)
where P is the momentum of the pion π + , the H π +
Partons is the QCD Hamiltonian of all the partons inside the pion π + , the |π + n (P ) > is the energy eigenvector of the π + in its nth level and E π + n is the energy eigenvalue of the π + in its nth level.
Inserting complete set of pion energy eigenstates
and then using eq. (16) one finds from eq. (14) in the Euclidean time
Assuming that all the higher level energy contributions in the large time limit t → ∞ are negligible one finds that the ground state contribution dominates in eq. (18) to find
where |π + (P ) > is the energy eigenstate of the pion π + in its ground state and E π + is the energy of the pion π + in its ground state. For the pion π + at rest ( P = 0) we find from eq.
(19)
where m π + is the mass of the pion π + at rest and |π + > is the energy eigenstate of the pion π + at rest in its ground state.
The decay constant f π + of the pion π + is related to the amplitude < Ω| O π + (0)|π + > via the equation
Using eq. (21) in (20) we find
which reproduces eq. (7).
Hence the mass and decay constant of the pion π + can be calculated from the first principle by using the lattice QCD from the eq. (22) This is the the present lattice QCD method which uses the incorrect eq. (1) [or the eq.
(16) for the pion π + case] in QCD in the literature to study the physical hadron formation from the unphysical quarks and gluons. In section IV we will formulate the correct lattice QCD method by using the correct eq. (5) instead of the incorrect eq. (1) to study the physical hadron formation from the unphysical quarks and gluons.
III. NON-VANISHING BOUNDARY SURFACE TERM AND THE NON-CONSERVATION OF ENERGY OF ALL THE PARTONS INSIDE THE HADRON
From the gauge invariant Noether's theorem in QCD we find the continuity equation [9] 
where T νη (x) is the energy-momentum tensor density operator of the partons in QCD. For ν = 0 we find from eq. (23) that the energy conservation equation of all the partons inside the pion π + at rest is given by [see eq. (3)]
where [see eq. (3)]
is the energy of all the partons inside the pion π + where T νη Partons (x) is the energy-momentum tensor density operator of the partons inside the pion π + as given by eq. (10) and [see eq.
(23)]
is the time rate of the energy flux E flux (t) in QCD which is non-zero due to the confinement of quarks and gluons inside the finite size pion π + [10, 11] .
Note that there is also non-zero momentum flux p flux (t) in QCD which is non-zero due to the confinement of quarks and gluons inside the finite size pion π + [14] which we do not require in this paper. Similarly there is also non-zero angular momentum flux J flux (t) in QCD which is non-zero due to the confinement of quarks and gluons inside the finite size pion π + [15] which we do not require in this paper. We only require the non-zero energy flux E flux (t) in this paper as given by eq. (26) which determines the energy E H of the hadron from eq. (6).
IV. CORRECT FORMULATION OF LATTICE QCD METHOD TO STUDY THE HADRON FORMATION FROM QUARKS AND GLUONS
We saw in section I that eq. (1) is not the correct equation in QCD but eq. (5) 
where E π + n, Partons (t) is the energy of all the partons inside the pion π + in its nth level. Using eqs. (27) and (17) in (14) we find in the Euclidean time
where dt is an indefinite integration.
If all the higher energy level contribution exponentially falls off rapidly to zero at the larger time t → ∞ then the ground state contribution dominates in which case we find from eq. (28) [< Ω|
where |π + (P ) > is the energy eigenstate of the pion π + in its ground state and E π + Partons (t) is the energy of all the partons inside the pion π + in its ground state.
The energy E π + of the pion π + and the energy E π + Partons (t) of all the partons inside the pion π + are related by [see eq. (6)]
where E flux (t) is the energy flux [the boundary surface term] in QCD which is non-zero due to the confinement quarks, antiquarks and gluons inside the finite size pion π + [10, 11] .
Using eq. (30) in (29) we find for the pion π + at rest ( P = 0)
where |π + > is the energy eigenstate of the pion π + at rest, m π + is the mass of the pion π + at rest and E flux (t) is the energy flux [the boundary surface term] in QCD which is non-zero due to the confinement quarks, antiquarks and gluons inside the finite size pion π + at rest [10, 11] .
The non-zero energy flux E flux (t) in QCD due to the confinement quarks, antiquarks and gluons inside the finite size pion π + at rest is a non-perturbative quantity in QCD. Since the analytical solution of the non-perturbative QCD is not known the non-zero energy flux E flux (t) in QCD can be calculated numerically by using the lattice QCD method in the Euclidean time.
In order to calculate
(26) we need to calculate <
Partons (t, x)|π + > in the lattice QCD method. For this purpose we need to evaluate the vacuum expectation value of the non-perturbative partonic three-point
Partons ( x, t)]O π + (0)|Ω > and the vacuum expectation value of the non-perturbative partonic two-point correlation function
By using the path integral formulation of the lattice QCD method we find that the nonzero energy flux E flux (t) in QCD due to the confinement quarks, antiquarks and gluons inside the finite size pion π + at rest is given by [16] 
where the partonic operator O π + (x) for the π + is given by eq. Hence we find that eq. (22) which is used in the present lattice QCD method in the literature is not the correct equation to study the hadron formation from the quarks and gluons but eq. (33) which we have obtained in this paper is the correct equation to study the hadron formation from the quarks and gluons by in the lattice QCD method.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The present lattice QCD method can not study the hadron formation from the quarks and gluons. This is because it operates the unphysical QCD Hamiltonian of all the quarks plus antiquarks plus gluons inside the hadron on the physical energy eigenstate of the hadron to obtain the physical energy eigenvalue of the hadron which is not correct because of the non-vanishing boundary surface term in the energy conservation equation in QCD due to the confinement of quarks, antiquarks and gluons inside the finite size hadron. In this paper
we have presented the correct formulation of the lattice QCD method to study the physical hadron formation from the unphysical quarks, antiquarks and gluons inside the hadron by using this non-vanishing boundary surface term in the lattice QCD.
